About Us
Nestled in the heart of the Court of Sciences, the Science and Engineering Library (SEL) is actually split between two locations - Boelter Hall 8270 and Geology Building 4697. To find the Boelter location, take the first elevator (#138) coming from the junction with Math Sciences. For Geology, head up the stairs from the front entry and then all the way down the hallway on the left.

Where to Find Us
8270 Boelter Hall / 4697 Geology Building
LA, CA 90095

What To Know...
1) Home of the William C. Putnam Map Collection, 90,000 topographic and geologic maps. This is a depository for the USGS's geologic map series and topographic maps for California, Nevada and Arizona.

2) Collaborative study and learning spaces (SEL Research Commons and Learning Commons), reading room and laptop lending.


4) SEL provides significant online collections including e-journals, conference proceedings, e-books, dissertations, standards, technical reports and databases.

5) SEL also provides research consultations and peer-to-peer learning.